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In future Jurisdictionary classes we will cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contract Law
Tort Law
Property Law
Evidence
Objections
Essential Elements
and more …

I hope you will learn what I teach and help others avoid the insane nonsense
that too often prevents good people from getting the justice they deserve.
Nothing good can come from building your legal knowledge on childish,
angry, ill-conceived, ignorant rubbish.
There is entirely too much of this on the internet and in corporate sponsored
sputum on TV where pundits pretend to know what they don’t fully understand.
Consider these three P’s.
Probability
Possibility
Positivity
Foolishness is for fools.
Too many good people are in prison or homeless or otherwise suffering as a
result of not understanding what I teach.
Learn and prosper.
As my 7th grade math teacher taught me, “There are things you can know for
certain, and there are things about which wise people ask questions.”
Things you CANNOT KNOW FOR CERTAIN ARE NOT EVIDENCE !
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Probability …
Too many good people believe a thing must be because it is probable.
Lawyers twist this word every day.
People die.
Many die in prison.
All because this word has been misused.
Circumstantial evidence, for example, is created from an absolute vacuum
by lawyers who make money twisting words.
A thing probable is never certain, just as two things similar are not the same.
Truth is trampled.
Justice is perverted.
Too many of you are allowing it by refusing to learn what I teach and failing
to teach those you love that what I say is True.
Public Legal Education is the cure that opens the courts to everyone so we
the People can lift the Lamp of Liberty out of the political pig sty.
Possibility …
Anything is possible but being possible doesn’t make a thing true.
Possibility isn’t evidence.
In court “everything is possible”. Just because a thing is possible, however,
does not provide the certainty that evidence must demand when lives are at stake!
It is “possible” a missing person has been murdered. Innocent people have
been punished for murder by prosecutors who could not provide the victim’s body.
Murder might have been a possibility, but it clearly was not the certainty we should
demand in our courts when people’s lives are at stake!
Increasingly our courts are entertaining just such nonsense.
Why?
Because the American People aren’t involved in their Third Branch of
Government. What I teach has been hidden from them by the professional bar.
The American People have been denied what I teach too long!
The American People are allowing public lies to masquerade as Truth.
A Thing Similar is Never Exactly the Same
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Possibility is NOT evidence!
Positivity …
Positivity is the goal of winning litigators.
There are too many “found out later and apologized” verdicts!
Judgments in court should be positive, solid, no wiggle room.
But, in my 79 years, American thought has undergone major changes. When
I was a boy in the 1940’s we didn’t have TV or the internet. Radio commentators
told us what was happening in the world. We listened to the Brooklyn Dodgers win
ballgames.
In the past decade, however, you have been indoctrinated by lies motivated
by political expedience, lies that succeed because we Americans don’t understand
the dangers ahead when absolute rule triggers defiant, destructive violence in our
streets.
Americans are allowing the demise of Democracy because you’ve not yet
learned to rule yourselves as the founders of our nation intended, by participating
in the third branch of government and seeking redress for your grievances in the
courts, instead of carrying signs in the streets, sending emails, or burning down
private property!
The internet presents a platform where lies persist indefinitely, while most of
you do nothing to oppose them. Indeed, an increasing number of you believe them.
Learning what I teach will empower you to fight the darkness effectively.
Reality itself is under attack.
The high priest and Chief Justice of Israel said about the carpenter he wanted
to murder, “It is better that one man should perish than the entire nation.”
Is that the spirit you want to lead your children into the future?
Attention, please!
Blood is spilled when Justice is denied by lies.
Innocent lives are destroyed.
Truth is misplaced by legal ignorance that disempowers all who refuse to
learn what I teach and teach it to others as quickly as you can.
Where will our children be when Truth is driven into hiding by the rich?
A Thing Similar is Never Exactly the Same
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Where will honor be?
Where peace?
The Three P’s …
What’s my point?
Why bother with what I declare to be critical?
What does it matter if a thing is probable or possible? Aren’t they just two
ways of saying the same thing?
“What is Truth?” the Roman Pontiff asked before sentencing the innocent
carpenter to death at the request of Caiaphas, the Chief Justice of Israel.
Does anybody care?
Do YOU care?
Will you commit to help me get this message to the American People while
there is still time to make a difference and save yourselves from the encroaching
autocracy and the foreseeable anarchy that will breed violence in your underground
for untold centuries?
Will YOU make an effort to learn what I teach then teach it to others?
The Foundation of Peace is Truth expressed in WORDS.
Peace isn’t purchased by violence.
Peace is secured by language.
Words that speak Truth.
Violence may be necessary to get people to “the table” where they can sign
agreements, but it is writing that makes peace possible.
Who is writing YOUR future?
Without widespread public understanding of how words work in our courts
where the war against the darkness must be fought, peace will never be known this
side of forever.
The more powerful your rulers become, the more angry the people will be,
and there will never be peace when the working man and woman are powerless to
present their pleas to government in court!
The People will not long endure tyranny. Rebellion is the consequence.
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This has been known for centuries by wiser men than I, and it remains true
today, warning each of us to heed the time that’s ours and act while we still can.
Crime, disease, poverty, and despair perpetually breed in the underground of
society when power is unbridled and hope is trampled into dust.
You KNOW this is TRUE.
I warn you only to encourage you to learn what I teach and share it.
We CAN have Peace! We can have it in our families. We can have it in our
cities and towns. We can have it in our state and national governments.
But first we must demand that Truth and Justice rule our courts.
We must learn to use our courts where our voices can be heard demanding
Peace and Prosperity for The People in a way that carries weight!
Words matter!
Drive the damned darkness into hiding with words of Truth.
Demand that Truth be upheld and promoted by all our leaders.
Stamp out falsehood.
Oppose those who mislead you with lies!
Only Truth is true.
Nothing else is.
Stand up for the children.
If you believe what I teach, tell others.
Respectfully,

Dr. Frederick David Graves, JD
Attorney & Counsellor at Law

PLEASE PRINT AND SHARE THIS!
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